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World Bank David Guerin  
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GlobalMedic  
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ICAO JC Shine 
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Opening remarks by Jo Gillispie welcoming everyone to sixth session of the Regs and Ops group  

Introducing new members to the group 

 

Presentation by Clare Jones, CCO of what3words 

Please find the presentation slide here and follow the recording for more details (minute 0:50 – 30:15) 

 

What3words was created as the street addresses can be inaccurate enough to specify precise locations, 

such as building entrances, and don’t exist for parks and many rural areas which makes it hard to find 

places and prevents people from describing exactly where help is needed in an emergency. 

- GPS coordinates can solve this issue but it can be complex for some people. 

- What3words have divided the world map into 57 trillion squares (3X3 meter square) and every 

single square has been preassigned an address with three words from the dictionary. 

- What3words work in 48 languages. 

- What3word works offline. 

** for Q&A please follow the recording from minute 15:30 to 30:15. 

 

Operator deployment toolkits- Progress so far: 

WFP will take the lead on creating the toolkit and revert back to the group in 2-3 months. 

 

Suggestions for TWG work streams 

Will the Technical Working Groups act as an educational forum or will it be a group that wants to get out 

documents and products? Please feel free to contact Jo or Olivier with your opinion and input. 

 

Next TWG meeting is on 09th of June 2021. 
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